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ABSTRACT 

generation technology due to their high electrical efficiency. They pleo display a multi-fucl 
capability @ydrogen, carbon monoxide, methane ctc.), may play a role in carbon Sequestration 
strategies and render the highest electricity generation efficiency in power station h i g n  if 
coupled with a gas turbiie. Still, their development is faced with various problems of high 
temperature materials, design of coat effective materials and manufacturing procarsea and 
efficient plant design. 

overview of the main existing SOFC designs and the main developere active in this field. Based 
on data published in proceedings of international confcrencea during the last years, a comparison 
is made of the rtsulta achieved in cell, stack and system development. 

INTRODUCTION 
Within the last ten years, SOFC development has made big progress which can clearly be 

seen from the tenfold incrcase in power density. A declining interest in SOFC could be observed 
towards the end of the last century, when several of the leading companies terminated their 
activities. amongst them Dornier in Gcrmany and Fuji Electric in Japan. Nevertheless a 
tremendous increase in activities occurred during the last years with companies restarting their 
activities and new industry and research institutions starting SOFCrelated work. 

This report triea to give an overview of the main development lines and summarizes the 
development status, reached at the end of 2004, by presenting a comparison of obtained results in 
cell, stack and ayatcm development. The authors concentrate on the published rcsults of industry 
and the larger mearch centers. We numerous activities at universities are not taken into Bccount 
in order to facilitate the overview. In the following chapten the varioua design variants arc 
presented, followed by a description of the main companies involved and by the status of cell, 
stack and system technology. 

Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC) are generally considered a promising hture electricity 

This paper will summarize the world wide efforts in the field of SOFC, presenting an 
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DESIGN CONCEPTS 

far as proof of long term stability and demonstration of plant technology are concerned, the 
tubular concept is far more advanced, while the planar design offers higher power density. 

Tubular Concepts 

Corporation (SWPC). Their concept is based on a porous cathode tube, manufactured by 
extrusion and sintering. The tube length is 1.8 m with a wall thickness of 2 mm and an outer 
diameter of 22 mm (see figure 1). The active length is 1.5 m, which is coated by atmospheric 
plasma spraying first with a ceramic interconnect, then with zirmnia electrolyte on inally 
deposited by EVD (Electrochemical Vapor Deposition) and with an Ni-YSZ anode . The cells 
are connected to bundles via nickel felts. The high ohmic resistance of this concept requires an 
operating temperature between 900 and IO00”C to reach power densities of about 200 mW/cm’. 
To overcome this problem SWPC is working on a modified concept, using flattened tubes with 
internal ribs for reduced resistance (“High Power Density” (HPD) tubes, see also figure 1). A 
similar design, but anode-supported, is being developed by Kyocera **. 

There are hvo main concepts under development - the tubular and the planar design. As 

The most advanced tubular SOFC is being developed by Siemens Westinghouse Power 
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Figure 1 : SWPC - tube design, cell bundle and flattened tube ’ 
The Japanese company TOT0 uses the standard tubular design, but started earlier with 

the implementation of cheaper manufacturing technologies *. They chose shorter tubes of 0.5 m 
length with an outer diameter of 16 mm. The US company Acumentrics is developing anode 
supported tubes with a length of 45 cm with an outer diameter of 15 mm ”. A different tubular 
design is pursued by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHVJapan). The single cells are positioned on 
a central porous support tube and connected electrically in series via ceramic interconnector 
rings, which leads to an increased volta c at the terminals of a single tube. Fuel is supplied to the 
inside of the tube and air to the outside 
Planar Concepts 

!23 . 
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Within the planar concepts, the electrolyte supported concept and the electrode supported 
concept have to be distinguished. The former generally uses electrolyte made of yttrium 
stabilized zirconia (YSZ) with a thickness of about 100 to 200 pm and an area of 10 x 10 cm' 
(sometimes larger) as the supporting part of the cell. Typical operating temperatures of this 
concept are 850 to 1OOO"C due to the relative high ohmic resistance of the thick elect~~lyte.  In 
case of operation at very high temperatures, ceramic interconnects made of lanthanumchromite 
have been used. Since these ceramic plates are restricted in size, require high sintering 
temperatures, have different thermal expansion behavior in oxidizing and in reducing atmosphere 
and have comparatively bad electrical and thermal conductivity, then is an obvious trend to 
metallic interconnect plates. The advantage of ceramic plates is the negligible corrosion and 
therefore low degradation which sustains the interest in this material. The metallic interconnect 
plates allow on one hand the reduction of operating temperature and on the other hand an 
increase in size. The good thermal conductivity reduces the temperature gradients in the stack 
and allows larger temperature differences between gas inlet and outlet, which reduces the 
necessary air flow for cooling. Since the thermal expansion coefficient of conventional high 
temperaturc alloys is significantly higher compared to zircoN4 a special alloy was developed 
(chromium with 5% iron and I% yttria) by the Austrian company Plansee, which was used by 
Siemens and is still being used by Sulzer Hexis. 
In the Sulzer Hexis design, fuel is supplied to the centre of the electrolyte supported circular cells 
(having a diameter of 120 mm) and flows to the outer rim of the cell, where the fuel gas, which 
has not reacted within the cell, is burned. Air is supplied from the outside and heats up, while 
flowing towards the c e n h  (two-layer interconnect design, see figure 2). The stack is typically 
operated at 950°C. Up to 70 cells are stacked together, delivering 1.1 kW '. Recently, Sulzer 
changed the design to a single plate concept in order to reduce manufacturing costs. 

Figure 2: Sulzer Hexis Cell and Stack ' 
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A joint development between Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Chubu Electric 
Power Company is the 80 called MOLB-Type (Mono-block Layer Built) planar SOFC. The cells 
arc manufactured up to a size of 200 x 200 mm', based on a comgated electrolyte layer. In this 
way the electrolyte also contains the gas channels, which simplifies the design of the 
interconnects, for which planar ceramic plates arc usod (ace flgure 3). The biggest stack of this 
type was built of 40 layers, delivering 2.5 kW at 1OOO"C. ' 

Figure 3: h4HI and Chubu - MOLB Design I.' 

Since the electrolyte resistance is the most importaot obstacle on the way to fiuther 
reducing the operating temperature the production of thinner electrolytes is a major challenge. 
This can be done by shifting the function of mechanical stabilization h m  the electrolyte to one 
of the electrodes. In this approach the anode is mostly favored, because it generically has a good 
electrical conductivity. Therefore no increase in ohmic resistance is incurred by increasing the 
electrode thickness. Also, the nickel cermet has a good mechanical stability, which allows the 
manufacturing of larger components than with ceramic electrolyte substrates (see figure 4). 

Figure 4: Anode supported cell concept (right) compared to electrolyte supported (left) 

As one of the first institutions, this development was started in 1993 at 
Forschungszentnun Jillich and in the meantime is favored by many developers throughout the 
world as the 'next generation' of SOFC. This concept allows reducing the operating temperature 
down to the range of 700 to 800°C whilst retaining the same power density as electrolyte 
supported cells at 950°C. At the same time this design allows the use of femtic chromium alloys 
for interconnects, because its thermal expansion coefficient corresponds to that of the anode 
substrate. 
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At Forschungszentnun Jiilich, anode substrates em manufactund by w m  pressing with a 
thickness of 1 to 1.5 mm on which an electrolyte d e  by vacuum slip casting with a thickness of 
5 to 10 pm is applied. The stack design is based on a co- or counter- flow arrangement The latter 
is favored in case of natural gas operation with internal reforming. Figure 5 show the stack 
design and a 60 layer stack delivering 1 1.9 kW at 800OC with methane and intemal reforming. ' I  

Figure 5: FZJ - Stack design and 10 kW stack ' I  

Similar concepts are pursued for instance by Global Thermoelectric, DelphiPNNL and 
Haldor TopselRirre National Laboratory. ECN and its spin-off company InDEC (Innovltive 
Dutch Electrochemical Cells, now part of H.C. Starck) manufacture electrolyte supported cells as 
well 89 anode supported cells. 

Other i n s t i t u t i ~ ~ ,  like the DLR in Stuagart, have developed concepts using pure metal 
substrates insttad of the anode cermet to improve mechanical and redox stability. Up to now they 
have nalizcd stacks with three to four layers. 

A completely different design has becn developed by Rolls Royce. Short electrode and 
electrolyte stripes are applied onto a porous ceramic mbstrate, which f u n c t i ~ ~  89 mechanical 
supporting element. The single cells arc co~ected electrically in scrim using short h p e s  of 
ceramic i n t e r ~ o ~ c c t s  and arc operated at about 950°C '. Rolls Royce is currently workin on the 
realization of multiple kW stack units. Ky~cera has started working on a similar concept I . 

IMPORTANT DEVELOPERS 

Benz/Domier and Siemens, terminated their activities in planar SOFC. After 
the number of companies engaged in SOFC development has again i n k  

The following tables list the most important d e v e l o p .  

At the end of the nineties, some of the most important developen in Europe, Daimler- 
interim phase, 
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lable I Developers in Europe 

Europe total employem ( c r )  450 - 500 

Table 11: Developers in North America 

North Amerlcm total employeti (cm.) 450 - 500 
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Table m: Developen in Asia and Australia 

County 

Jw 

Inltutlodcompmy Concept M.ln focw In development 

K y m n  cylindriul plvvr nutai4 cells, stack, system 
with Tokyo Gu uxi 
W G M  lmfimnhlp&m" 

tkt hlbullr (.aode Nbmrte) 

Milrubii H a v y  Lndurtria MOLB Design: W, w 4  mct. .ylm 

In the last two decades of the last century, Westinghouse (now Siemens Westinghouse Power 
Corporation S W C )  dominated the development in the USA. Since the "SECA" - program was 
started, the situation has completely changed, and several consortia have been formed and 
activities re-started in the field of planar SOFC. 
In  Japan in the nineties, more than 10 companies were involved in planar SOFC development. 
ARer the goals of the "Shunshine" project of Ned0 could not be achieved completely, a re- 
orientation took place with additional companies starting development. 

DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

Cells 

difficult to compile overview data, especially if they arc supposed to be based on comparable 
operating conditions. In figure 6, this has been attempted for different types of cells at 0 .N  cell 
voltage, (with the most common cathode materials indicated): anode supported cells at 7 5 0 T  
operating temperature, electrolyte supported cells at 800 to 900°C and tubular cells at 900 to 
1OOO"C. Although dircct comparison is difficult because of differing operating conditions and 
fuel gases, it is obvious that the highest power densities arc achieved using anode supported cells, 
preferably with LSF (lanthanum strontium ferrite) cathodes. 

In the field of cell development, many activities ongoing. Therefore, it is quite 
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Figure 6: Power density at 0.7 V for different types of cells at the relevant operating temperature 

Besides the power density, the producible cell size is an important feature in characterizing the 
potential of the technology. Achieved values of the active electrode area are given in figure 7. 

Figure 7: Maximum active cell size manufactured by various companies ‘-Is 
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Meanwhile, the degradation rates of planar cells arc approaching the same range as the 
tubular cells of SWPC. At the same time, the demonsbntcd operation times have clearly 
increased. Both propertics are depicted in Figure 8. 

Figure 8: SOFC cells - degradation rates in inert environment 
(except for Global, who measured in metal housings) k’*11*1411* I’ 

Stach 
Compared to the situation a few yearn ago, there are many more developern with 

proprietary stack technology. Some of them have changed the design in recent yeara, restarting 
developments at lower power. The achieved long tcrm stability of etaclrs with at least two cells 
containing all relevant materials is shown in Figure 9, and the maximum power output achieved 
is shown in Figure 10. 

1 1  



Figure 9: SOFC stacka - degradation rates ‘v‘‘’*’s-” 

Figure 10: SOFC stacks - maximum power * -  I’, I’ 
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System 
During the last two years, quite a lot of companies claimed to have established and tested 

complete SOFC systems. Most of them arc first lab-test systems; however. this demonstrates the 
impressive progress that has been made during the last years. Most experience is available at 
Sulzer Hexis (small residential systems) and Siemens Westinghouse (medium sized CHP plants). 
However, field tests have shown that there is still a lot of improvement nccarsary to approach 
reliable and cast competitive systems. This is even more the case for the other developers, as can 
be seen in Table W. So a lot of work still has to be done to reach a reliable status, which can be 
called "prototype" or "prc-commercial". 

Table Iv: Status of system development and testing (ranked by system power) 

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
As far as the development status of system technology and long term stability are 

concerned, the tubular design of SWPC still plays a leading role in the SOFC field. Nevertheless, 
most developen today see a clear advantage in the cost reduction potential of the planar 
technology. This is on one hand due to the more cost efficient manufacturing technologies and on 
the other hand due to the higher power density. In this relation, t h m  is a clear trend towards 
anode supported design, using ferritic chromium steel as interconnect material. Besides increased 
power density, this concept also provides the chance of reducing the operating temperature below 
800°C. Although the development status of the planar design is clearly behind the tubular, 
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considerable progress could be achieved during the recent years. A consolidation of activities can 
be observed, especially in the USA, driven by the SECA program and also in Japan by increased 
engagement of industry. A great push was created by the envisaged application as APU (auxiliary 
power unit), especially in Germany and in the USA. In the stationary field, the main focus is on 
small units in the kW range for residential energy supply and up to several 10 kW for small to 
medium sized CHP applications. 
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